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I truly believe that I
have been sent the
most comfortable
shoes I have ever put
on my feet, and that
is no BS. There is
plenty of new technology in these
shoes, from the
padded tongue and
collar to the STI Foam Lite 2 footbed, and the 400 NBS double cup outsole that features an
exposed EVA midsole.
What makes the difference to me with these shoes is the new Foam lite technology that
allows for maximum comfort while providing you with a breathable moisture wicking material
called Ortholite. This system reminds me of a memory foam bed; when you move your foot
the insoles reform to your foot to provide you with maximum comfort.
If you are looking for a new pair of kicks, these come highly recommended.
For more information, check out etnies.com
Reviewed by Derek Rockel

Warp 9 rims are the way to go when you want to pimp out your ride. You can even customize your own rims with the colours you want to suit your style. They even do coloured
spokes now. Warp 9 is the only company that offers stainless steel brake rotors as well as
an aluminum sprocket to come with your rims. These rims are
super-light compared to your stock set-up, and they are fitted
with the stock bearing sizes and spacing, so you do not
have to worry about your rims not fitting.
The nice thing about these rims is that they come fully
set up right to your doorstep, with the Anodized 7000
series aluminum rims, with the stainless steel spokes
and nipples with an aluminum hub as well as the
brake rotors and sprocket fully set up and ready to go!
All you have to do is throw the rubber on and you are
on your way.
Warp 9 not only specializes in rims, but also in many
more items like anodized foot pegs and rads. So go and
check out their awesome products at Warp9racing.com
and see what goodies you might just order next!
Reviewed by Amber Giroux

The Fly F2 Carbon Kinetic helmet is a
high-end helmet with a great price for a
well put together helmet. The helmet is
constructed with carbon fibre, Kevlar and
fibreglass components, I feel safe knowing
that this helmet can withstand greater
forces than some of the past helmets I
have owned.
One feature of this helmet that I really
enjoyed was the venting right above the
brow line of the helmet, which allows air
flow through your goggles to help reduce
fogging as well as keeping you cool.
The F2 Carbon Kinetic comes in a variety of colors to customize to your own personal look and style. The F2 Carbon is
DOT and Snell approved to meet the regulations of most racing.
This helmet, it is also very light weight
and that is something that most riders are
looking for when purchasing a helmet this
keeps stress off the neck especially during
those long days of riding. So get out there
and get yourself an F2 Carbon helmet, let
me tell you, it’s totally worth it.
Reviewed by Amber Giroux

